
Wide variety of selections

Hedge Trimmer - DUH551

Constant power and run time 
protect the machines against 
overload, over-discharge, and 
overheating

OPTIMIZE CHARGING SYSTEMLONGER RUN TIME
ChargerBattery

Lithium-ion Cordless Garden Tools
Powered by 18V +18V Lithium-ion Battery

Multi Function
Power Head
DUX60  

Chain Saw -  DUC405

Grass Trimmer - DUR364L

Power Source Kit:
MAKPAC case with 
Batteries & Charger

Chain Saw - DUC252

Blower 
DUB362

Blower 
DUB361

Lawn Mower
DLM431

Lawn Mower
DLM460

The Makita Rapid Optimum Charger communicates 
with the battery’s built-in chip throughout the charging 
process to optimize battery life by actively controlling 
current, voltage and temperature. Built-in fan circulates 
air through the battery during the charging process to 
cool the battery for faster charge time

(Batteries & charger are sold separately, except for the kit version)

Cultivator
KR400MP
/ KR401MPGround trimmer

EN420MP

Pole hedge trimmer
EN401MP / 
EN410MP

Power Brush
BR400MP

Power Sweeper
SW400MP

Pole saw
EY401MP

Edger
EE400MP

Brush Cutter
EM400MP 

String trimmer
ER400MP

Shaft Extension
LE400MP



Best choices for resorts, hotels, public places and among residential areas due to
Go Green with Makita Lithium-ion Cordless Garden Tools

As a global supplier of a comprehensive range of power tools and garden tools that assist people in creating homes and living 
environments, it is vital that we consider the environmental impact of each person's lifestyle and recognize that environmental issues 
such as global warming concern us directly. Makita offers a range of cordless garden tools which are engineered to use with long-life 

lithium-ion batteries to save energy, eliminate CO2 emissions, preserve the environment and light in weight for user’s comfort.

Our 18v+18v lithium-ion cordless garden tools are friendly to both users and the environment.

The “Go Green” slogan symbolizes Makita’s commitment to continually providing new value as a comprehensive international supplier of tools. We hope to always remain a company that 
maintains a steady eye on society, challenging ourselves to create a “sustainable recycling-oriented society” that combines the environment with the economy

Makita Li-Ion powered battery features high voltage, high energy density and
protects the tools from Overload, Over-Discharge and Overheating

Makita-built Brushless Motor eliminates carbon brushes, 
Run cooler, Durable, More energy production, Longer life
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Energy star certified Makita Li-ion chargers use less energy

WATCH VIDEO

VIBRATIONNOISE MAINTENANCE
++ + +

EMISSION POLLUTION


